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PREFACE 

The Second General   Conference of UNIDO held at  Lima,   Peru 

ir  March  197r;  recommended that UNITO  should include arong its 

activities a system of continuing consultations at global, 

regional  and sectoral  levels.    UNIß)  should be prenored to  serve 

as a forum  for negotiation of agreements in the field of industry 

between developed and developing countries and among developing 

countries themselves at the request of the countries concerned. 

The General  Assembly,  at its seventh special session in 

September,   1975,   decided that the system of consultations as   pro- 

vided   for in the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action should be 

established;     its purpose should be to  facilitate the achievement 

of the goals set forth in industrialization,  including the 

redeployment of existing capacities in developed countries and 

the creation of new capacities in developing countries. 

The evolution of the system of continuing consultations 

takes place under the guidelines    of the Industrial Development 

Board,  UNIDO's governing body.    It has decided that consultations 

Bhould be organized first on industrial  sectors and that  partici- 

pants from interested countries should include officials of 

Governments as well as representatives of industry,  labour,   con- 

sumer groups etc. 

In January and February 1977,  first consultation meetings 

were convened by UNIDO on the fertilizer industry and on the iron 

and steel industry.    Later in 1977, first consultation meetings 

will be convened on the leather and leather products industry and 

the vegetable oils and fats industry. 

The Industrial Development Board decided in May 1977 that it 

would consider at its next meeting in May 1978 on whioh ¿wo additional 

sectors consultation meetings would be convened.    In the meantime, 

UNIDO was asked to continue its preparations for convening consulta- 

tion meetings on the following seotors of industry» 
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- Petrochemicals 

- Pharmaceuticals 

- Capital Goods 

- Agri cui turai Machinery 

- Agro-based Industries 

UNIDO convened the panel of industrial  experts in Vienna 

on 30 June and 1 July 1977 as a first step in making preparations 

for a consultation meeting on the pharmaceutical industry.    The 

meeting was attended by the  19 participants listed in Annex B. 

The experts were invited to consider 16 topics which might be 

chosen as issues to be discussed at the First     Consultation 

Meeting on the Pharmaceutical  Industry.    These  16 topics are 

listed in Annex A.      The Pan«l was also given certain background 

documents relating to UNIDO»s activities in the pharmaceutical 

industry which are listed in Annex D. 

The topics selected for discussion and other preparations for 

the meeting were made by an internal task foroe of UNIDO staff 

members whose names are listed in Annex C. 



tLlK):,'" Ol' THE MEETIffli 

1.      Th'f  UN.IJL)   Jecretariat  ¡.¡ugfosted  to the   Panel   1'   topi-."  which 

mi^ht   i>c. chonen  :.ia issues  to  be discussed at   trie  Pi rut     Oorifiul tntion 

Meet, in?; on the   Priarma ¡euticaL   Industry.     Th"  Panel  war,  invited   to 

consider each  of the:;e  u.:.",ues and   whrther it   -.ri'uld DO U:> ' Uì   to 

difinusn   the   i snur    a*   I ti«:   J'insultation  KeeUnr.     T'ho  Vinci   was   also 

invited  to au^fosit other isuues which they  t'..:l t  should DO  considered. 

Preparing a core list  of essential  drw?s and a national   formulary 
in each developing country 

2.      The  Panel   agreed that   for many developing countries it  would be 

useful  to prepare a list of drugs which identify the priorities  for 

aupply that would be needed to meet  the count rien'  health needs. 

If the list was to be u3ed as a basis for the g -adual development 

of looal  production of dru^s,   then it would be important  to include 

draga which are needed in large volumes.     Bearing in mind that  such 

drugs would be used in rural  areas, often with no medical   supervision, 

such drug3 should be easy to administer. 

j.      The U3e of the word "essential" was questioned by some partici- 

pants because  it implied that other drugs were not essential   from a 

medical  point  of view.     It was therefore auggested that a national 

list of drugs  should be described as a list of basic drugs,   a priority 

list of drugs or a core list  of drugs. 

4.      It was recognized that  such a list oould be drawn up by the 

country concerned in order to establish a programme for imports and 

production.     It would be difficult,   however,  to suggest a list  for 

global application as the health needs of individual countries were 

very different.    Any national list of this type would have to be 

continuously revised in the light of experience and the changing 

health needs of the country as well as new developments in the  field 

of pharmaceuticals.    When it was prepared,   there would be a need to 

oonault many parties,   including the looal medical profession. 
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!).       It  was  pointed  out   that ,,w.  dfw„lop1n,rr .„„!ninr^   who  hav„ alr„n,Jy 

-,oved some  way toward, establishing cucn  -,   |int,   find  that  it   limits 

the  number of drum  that need  1o   hr-   n-port.ed or locally  produced. 

rt   facilitates  the   development  o«'  adegua!.--  -r-ality rontrol   ani  con- 

tributor;  to   better use of   »ho  wiintry'-   li n;toJ   ;vr!M,^   exchange 

resources. 

o.       A national   formulary  whicn   UivU'd  a  limited  number  of 

dru*:    formulations could bo  preparo.'   to  moot  th.-   ¡u:uc  needs  of the 

country.     A national   formulary mav  no  na/-i oui •: ri y appropriate  in 

developing countries  where   the  Jovnmrnen+   •• counted   for a  hiirh  pro- 

portion of  the  drum used   in  hospital   m)  national   health  nerviosa. 

Lt  was suggested,   however,   that   tho   formulary stwiH not   be  too   restrictive. 

Y.     The meeting considered the number of  pharmaceutical   preparations 

in use in the countries represented.     [t   u,-,:- pointed out   that   some 

countries counted the number of do sai re   forms and that in one particular 

case a drug was  sold in V> different   formulations.    There was,   therefore, 

i considerable amount of double counting.     As a  renult   it  could be 

concluded that  the approximate numoer of  preparations sold varied 

between 2,000 and 2%000 (lt- different   IOR***  forms were oounted) and 

between  1,000 and 2,000 (if only chemical   ontities were  counted;. 

b.      The Panel   felt  that UNIÜU in co-operation with WHO could give 

useful advice to developing countries in providing citeria for the 

selection of drugs to be included  m the national  list.     In this 

connection,   some participants expressed their willingness to assist 

UNII» in preparing such criteria and broad guidelines.     The Panel 

felt that the principle of establishing a national list  should be 

endorsed at the Consultation Meeting,  whilst recognizing that  it was 

the responsibility of each developing country to draw up its own list. 

Introducir»: the use of generic names instead of brand names 

9.      The Panel agreed that as one step in introducing the generic 

names of drugs,  it was desirable that    eneric names be used in con- 

junction with brand names.    Where the aovemmsnt was a substantial 

purchaser of drugs,   it could purchase under generic names. 



1U.     before  intensive   relian-:-   wa:-  -iv.<i..  to  i >,.-   principle  of uninr 

generic names,   it  was n»c^;,ary   for th-   Jnvornrort   t >  introduce 

effective  quality control   of   all   imp:  ;-<>]d  tr   the  p^lic  and   to  take 

suitable  steps  to ensure  that   they nave  h-^n   nrodu^d   following rood 

manufacturing practice.     Ir.   t. h i t.-.  connection,   Um  BCOPP  of rrur.li.ty oon- 

trol   needed  Ruch as chemins    analysin  dinr.Mut ion  te Us,   bin-avail ability 

studies,   etc.   was discussed.      It   would  clr„-  i,P  nccnsinry to   introduce 

the use of generic names  to  the  medical   profession and  nome   revision 

in their medical  education   mi^ht  be  rerruired. 

11. Jome participants  felt   that  there were other issues  thit   could be 

more usefully discussed at   the   Consultation Meeting  rather than  this 

issue.     The use of generic  names  was a notional   policy matter and any 

Government  that decided to  introduce it   should carefully consider the 

above and other relevant   factor«. 

The establishment of a central   procurement and nation-wide distribut ion 
system ~ 

12. The  Panel agreed that  central procurement of drugs has some 

advantages  in small countries   where the demands are limited and does 

not involve a large distribution system.     In some developing countries, 

which have already established a local  manufacturing base,   central pro- 

curement would not necessarily achieve economies in the purchasing of 

bulk drugs  from foreign and  local  suppliers.     Even in those countries, 

however,   it could be useful   when used on a limited range of products, 

for «ample as an instrument   (a)   to promote the development and produc- 

tion of items not produced locally in adequate quantities and (b) to 

regulate the prices of certain products available from only a limited 

number of suppliers. 

13. A number of central procurement systems used in different countries 

were described.    In addition,   the importance of establishing a nation- 

wide distribution system was  emphasised.    The Panel  felt that  it was up 

to each country to find the bost way,  if appropriate with international 
assistance. 

Promotion of traditional  systems of medicine 

14. The traditional systems of medicine continue to be important in 

many countries. Several of the active principles contained in these 

medicines have proved to be useful  in modern medicine.    Production of 
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some medicines used in these Systems by modern production methods 

has also been undertaken in a  few countries.     An systems of traditional 

medicine can usefully supplement  modem medicine,   the interested 

countries  should examine which traditional  treatmen+s are effioacious 

using scientific methods. 

The production of drugs and  intermediates from indigenous herbs and 
animal   by-products 

15. The Panel  recognized that quite a wide range of intermediates 

and drugs could be produced by exploiting local   resources such as 

indigenous herbs,  animal by-products and marine sources.     Developing 

countries could consider giving priority to products which could 

be manufactured from such local   resources and screening programmes 

to develop new products. 

Availability and price of intermediates 

16. Although a wide range of developing countries have established 

production facilities  for the formulation of drugs,   most of them 

continue to rely on    importing the active ingredients.     In view of 

the rising cort of imports,   it  was desirable that developing countries 

establish facilities to produce locally some of these ingredients. 

Where the national market was not large enough,   regional  co-operation 

among a group of developing countries would be needed. 

17. In order to make the active ingredients from imported intermedi atea, 

developing countries need access to late intermediates at a reasonable 

price.     Some participants from developing countries quoted examples 

where lack of availability and/or high price was an obstaole to this 

form of backward integration.     It was recognized that the oost of 

supplying late intermediates varied  from product  to product.    Prom 

the suppliers point of view,  the cost of producing the final product 

was often not greatly different  from that of producing the late 

intermediate and the prices of supplying these alternative forms 

reflected this fact. 
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18. It was pointed out that,   for those products in which these 

circumstances  prevailed,  it might be more attractive for the 

developing country to undertake all   stages of production of the 

active ingredient  from basic raw materials.    These could be started 

on a pilot-plant basis.    It would mean that a developing country 

would need to select a limited number of drugs on which to concentrate 

its efforts. 

19. The ftmel viewed this issue as extremely important as  it was 

the first step towards the basic manufacture of drugs.    The views 

of participants  from developed and developing countries were 

different.    The participants from developed countries indicated 

that the price at which intermediates were supplied was a matter of 

intelligent shopping and negotiation.    Some participants  from develop- 

ing countries  reported that they had experienced difficulties in 

obtaining supplies of intermediates at equitable prices.     It was 

therefore suggested that the matter be considered as an important 

issue for the Consultation Meeting. 

20. The participants from developing countries indicated that,  in the 

meantime,  the matter should be further investigated by UNICO with the 

co-operation of the parties concerned.    As part of UNIDO1 s examination, 

an attempt should be made to study market structures and prioing 

practices for selected raw materials and intermediates so that UNIDO 

can help developing countries obtain the information they need on 

potential sources of supply and prices.    Some participants from 

developed countries felt that this was not neoessary and indioated 

that long-term 0 ont rao t arrangements could help guarantee availability 

and lead to more advantageous prioes. 

Training of personnel for developine oountrlei 

21*   Training of personnel in the developing countries should preferably 

be carried out at the plant level.    Multi-national oompanies have 

provided suoh training in a wide range of developing oountries,  often 

training a far greater number of personnel than required on a oontinuing 

basis in their own plant.    If a plant was established with a lioense 

agreement from a foreign oompany,  it was normal praotioe for the 

lioensor to provide prior in-pi ant training abroad as well as oontinuing 

on-the-spot training sad expert supervision. 
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22. A number of case3 were described in which the Government of a 

developed country financed a training programme  .'or Government  drug 

inspectors and quality control  personnel.     The activities of WHO and 

UNIDO in this field were noted. 

23. Go-operation between developing countries could also  provide a 

useful means for training personnel at both the industry and 

Government levels. 

24. The Panel noted that UNIDO was often requested to provide training 

in the production processes of certain types of drugs in industrial 

plants in developed countries and agreed in principle that  this could 

be provided}    however,   each case would have to be considered separately. 

Establishment of quality control and testing facilities at the Government 
and factory levels 

25«    The Panel recognized that the production of pharmaceutical  products 

in all cases required rigorous in-process quality control at the 

factory level.    It was  recognized today that it was not sufficient 

to test the quality of selected batches of production,  rather the 

industry was moving towards the adoption of what is called »Good 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Practice'.^ 

26. In this connection,   it was stressed that proper storage of imported 

drugs in developing countries was required in order to maintain their 
quality. 

27. The meeting recognized the need for some kind of governmental 

control of quality,  but  felt that the emphasis of this should be on 

effective supervision of the control  exercised by the factories them- 

selves.    The government  machinery should not be too big.    For small 

developing countries it  would be preferable to establish this machinery 

ti the sub-regional level rather than at the national level. 

28. The meeting was informed of a convention adopted by some countries 

which provided for mutual exchange of information between quality 

oontrol inspection agencies in the participating countries.    This 

procedure allowed a country importing a drug to rely on local inspection 

\j    Among the national  publications mentioned by participants was the 
Guide to Qood Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Praotioe 1977 compiled by 
the Department of Health and Social Security,  London, and published by 
H.M.3.0. (reference ISBN 0 11  32O662 3). 
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that had been undertaken  in the  producing country.      ft  was  felt,   that  this 

approach could be  practised more  widely by both  developed und developing 
countries. 

Patents on products and processes 

29. The  role  of patents  in  the  pharmaceutical   industry was discussed. 

It was  pointed out  that pharmaceutical   products  dererve the same  pro- 

tection as  inventions in other  fields and that  a long period of protec- 

tion was needed because it   took  many years to  bring an innovation  to  the 

stage where   it  could be marketed  in compliance  with  relations on  the 

safety and  efficacy of drugs.     Patent  protection  was  therefore needed by 

the industry  to enable it  to continue  its  research and  bring about   new 

products  with  improved therapeutic  properties  as  well   as for cures  of 

diseases  for which no effective drugs exist at  present. 

30. It was pointed out that some developed countries are in the process 

of strengthening their patent laws,  whereas some developing countries are 

wakening the protection whioh patent legislation gives.    Some participants 

from developing countries quoted oases where the patent system had 

hindered development of the industry in their country and mentioned 

different prevailing legal  conditions which their Government considered 

mòre appropriate to the country« s present needs,    lfcey advocated a reduosd 

life for patents in developing countries as one possibility among various 

alternative legal oonditions.    Ttmir view was not shared by participants 

from developed countries and some of them expressed strong objections. 

31. Participants        from developed countries indicated that the expend- 

iture of many pharmaceutical companies on research and development  of 

drugs for treatment of tropical  diseases had been reduced because of 

a lack of patent protection and the low priority given to health-care 

programmes in some developing countries.    As a result,  the rewards on 

such research were,   in practice,   less likely to be commensurate with the 

expenditure involved.    The Panel noted that WHO is diacussing with 

Governments and industry ways to increase research efforts in this field. 

32. Interest was expressed by some of the participants from developing 

countries in the use of manufacturing processes that were not used for 

some reason in developed countries.    The Fanel  agreed in principle that 

these might   be made available to developin   countries on softer terms. 

It was suggested that UNIDO compile a list of some such processes whioh 

companies are willing to sell and which are well-*  ¡ted to the developing 
countries'  requirements. 
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Methods and cost of technology transfer 

33»    As  regards the method of technology transfer,   it was agreed that 

a joint venture was preferable because it ensured that both parties 

had a continuing interest  in the successful  operation of a project 

because they would both achieve appropriate benefits.    Other , ethods 

were manufacturing under licence or under contract;     these were 

appropriate when the partner in developing countries already had 

manufacturing experience.     It was pointed out  that such co-operation 

agreements could limit the period of management assistance to a fixed 

period of years after which the foreign partner would withdraw. 

Turn-key projects were sometimes preferred where the know-how was 

readily available. 

34»    The participants from developing oountrieB indicated that if the 

pharmaceutical industry was to develop as rapidly as the Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Aotion envisaged,  the present cost of trans- 

ferring technology might act as an obstacle.    They considered that, 

for example,   the scale on which royalties were charged could be 

reduced after an initial period of five years,  and that lower royalties 

could be oharged for processes which had been in operation for some 

time. 

35*    The Panel found that there were few cases where developing countries 

had failed to obtain access to the technology they required.    Partici- 

pants from developed countries pointed out that before they were willing 

to oo-operate with a developing oountry they had to be sure that the 

plant would be operating in economic and politioal conditions that would 

enture success of the venture for both parties. 

36.    Some objections were raised to the practioe of certain licensors 

to require the use of raw materials or active ingredients supplied to 

the licensee at an inflated price,  for example, by using the code name 

rather than the scientific name.    It was noted that the legal system of 

various oountries prohibited tied procurement praotioes and that inter- 

national agreements that might, inter alia, discourage such practices 

«tre being disoussed. 
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37»     In the  pharmaceutical  industry,   there  wau a need  to  ninure that 

the  raw material  used must  conform to the  r, par. i fi cat i on s of the 

licensor because  it wan necesr.ary to ensure  that  the dm/? carrying 

the name  of the  licensor performed in  the  same way in all  markets; 

bad  results,   even  in one developing country,   could affect  the 

licensors  reputation in other world mark et a. 

38.     The  Panel   agreed that  there were many examples nV licence and 

joint-venture agreements  that  had worked wel 1   to the satisfaction 

of both  parties.     Co-operation on the  transfer of technology  required 

a high level  of mutual   respect  on the  part  nl" both parties.     The cost 

of transfer of technology in  each  specific  case sh <uld always  be 

negotiable.     It  was emphasised that new production facilities,   whether 

for the chemical  synthesis of active ingredients or formulations, 

must have a sound economic basef   taking into account the infrastructure, 

the requirements and financial   position of the countries  involved:, 

Co-ordination of research efforts to develop new drugs needed for 
developing countries 

39«     The  Panel noted that WH)  was devoting a large proportion of its 

budget to examining the health needs of developing countries and the 

new drugs which this required,     HH) was co-operating with industry and 

Governments on this question.     UNIDO*s efforts should,  therefore,  be 

co-ordinated with    WHD and concentrate on the research efforts needed 

to bring drugs into production. 

40. It was recognised that to an increasing extent the developing 

countries themselves would produce innovations that were deiigned to 

combat endemie diseases prevalent in only a few developing countries. 

It was also recognized that there was a need to disseminate information 

on these developments as well as on the research programmes being 

undertaken in developed countries. 

41. Participants from developed countries pointed out that the 

economics of research to develop new drugs of special interest to 

developing oountries depended on the likely market and returns 

obtainable in these oountriea.    Where the likely returns were not high 

enough,  Governments of developed and developing countries could and 

should be encouraged to support  research projects which would harness 

the talents of the pharmaceutical industry and the knowledge of the 

health authorities of developing countries in a common venture to 

improve the health of the population of developing countries. 
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Croation  of  regional   pharmaceutical   industry development   centrer- 

<1?.     The  meeting r^o-piised  that  an  important  pro-requisite  for 

oo-oporatinr  .among devol oping countries   in;;   th- need   for countries 

to have  confidence  w   milk  drug-  -id  formulation:-  manufactured  in 

other developing countri^.     Although   the  e: tabi i-hn-nt   of an inter- 

national    registration   nyntom  had b-on  corridered by  sor^.  developed 

countries,   registration  was  -till   required   ir each  country based or, 

di f To rent  national  documentati on requirements,,   inr-poction methods 

and tenting procedures.     The  developing countries-  eoa H   -iv,,i) thosn 

difficulties  if they  established ''   registration syst or-  -it  th" regional 

level   in  Africa,   Asia,   the Arab countries-,  and Latin  America,  which was 

based on  standardised  documentation   requironert;-   for the   registration 

of drugs.     The establishment of regional   tenting 1 abaratónos and con- 

stituting regional  teams to  inspect   pharmaceutical   production units  are 
also desirable« 

43.     The   Panel  noted   the UNIDO Secretariat »s augment i or  that  regional 

pharmaceutical   industry development centres should be established to 

perform the  following principal f\uictions:- 

(a) to co-ordinate plans for the manufacture of drugs and inter- 
mediate chemicals in the region; 

(b) to identify the drugs needed in the region,   in particular to 
fight endemic and other tropical  diseases and to help in the 
drawing-up of a national list of drugs by each country in 
the region; 

(c) to advise on the acquisition and adaptation of technology for 
the manufacture of drugs and intermediates  in the region, 
emphasising drugs produced from local raw materials; 

(d) to screen drugs used in traditional systems of medicine and 
promote production on a scientific basis; 

(e) to promote the development of new drugs needed and to test 
the new drugs developed; 

(f) to register and maintain up-dated clinical  information on all 
drugs consumed in the region; 

(g) to assist governments in implementing national policies 
required to develop a pharmaceutical industry,   the establish- 
ment of cpuality control systems requiring good pharmaoeutioal 
manufacturing practice, the bulk purchase of drugs and the 
introduction of the use of generic names; 

(h)  to assist in the training of technical personnel  required by 
the industry and testing laboratories. 
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44.    The  regional  pharmaceutical   industry development centre that is 

to be established in Africa in  1978 by UNII» with Dilaterai assistance 

was mentioned.    The  Panel   felt that considerable  resources would be 

needed if such  regional   pharmaceutical industry development centres 

were to be established and equipped to perform all  the functions that 

are envisaged. 

Regional co-operation on production amor./: developing countries 

45. The meeting was informed of two different  approaches to regional 

co-operation on production.     Thirteen Arab countries had established 

a company called The Arab Company for Drug Industries and Medical 

Appliances (ACûIMA)  with a capital of US$ 200 million to construct 

plants to manufacture bulk drugs and chemical   intermediates for their 

regional market;     specific proposals were being developed with assis- 

tance arranged by UNIDO.     Pive member countries of the Andean Group 

will consider later in  1977  proposals made by their Secretariat  for 

pharmaceutical  products and intermediate chemicals which should be manu- 

factured in the region;    the proposals will  concern producto not already 

manufactured in the region and involve plants that need the whole 

regional market  to be economic. 

46. The Panel   recognized that  multi-purpose  plants may be appropriate 

for production of some  bulk drugs in such regional  plants.    UFI DD was 

requested to continue its work in thi3 area so as to be in a position 

to advise interested countries on the layout  of a multi-purpose plant 

for the production of synthetic drugs and the economics of this method 

of production.    Pilot multi-purpose plants might be established at the 

regional  centres proposed above. 

47. In this connection,  the Panel noted that UMIDO,  as part of its 

preparations for consultations,plans to organise regional meetings at 

whioh all aspects of regional co-operation    among developing countries, 

including regional registration of drugs,  the establishment of regional 

pharmaceutical industry development centres,  transfer of production 

know-how, multi-purpose plants,  tariff protection etc., could be considered. 
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Joint venture with enterprises from developed countries 

48.    The Panel   felt that its views on this subject were sufficiently 

covered in paragraphs 33 to 38 above.       In addition to joint ventures, 

agreements to buy back products produced and turn-key projeots were 

considered.    It was felt that turn-key projeots were not suitable 

for countries that lack trained personnel,   infrastructure etc. 

Assistance from developed countries on a bilateral basis 

49.    A number of cases were described in which the Government of a 

developed country financed training    programmes for Government drug 

inspectors and quality control  personnel and the establishment of 

quality control  laboratories and training schools for technical 

personnel.     Some of the programmes were implemented by a multi-national 

company on behalf of the donor Government;     others were developed in 

co-operation with international organizations such as WHO and UNIEO. 

It would be useful if these forms of assistance were made available 

to a wider range of developing countries. 

50. The Panel felt that in many developing countries a longer term 

programme of assistance was needed to facilitate development of the 

pharmaceutical industry;    such programmes should be broad in soope 

and linked to the National Health-care programme.    The Ministry of 

Industry and the Ministry of Health in the developing country and 

the pharmaceutical industry and Government of the developed country 

would need to collaborate in the formulation of such longer-term pro- 

grammes of bilateral assistance. 

51. The Panel noted that so far the initiative lay With the developing 

countries because international and national aid programme» generally 

provided such assistance only when requested to do so. 

52. It would therefore be useful if such new forms of international 

co-operation to facilitate development of the pharmaceutical industry 

be prepared by UNIDO for consideration at the Consultation Meeting. 

The International Federation of Phaneaoeutioal Manufacturers Associations, 

which represented industry associations from over 40 developed and 

developing countries,  offered to assist UMIDO in suoh preparations. 
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Assistance   From international  bodies 

';3,    Thn  FHnel   recognized that the World   Health Organization (on the 

health-oare aspects)  and  UNIDO (on the industrial aspecto)   could 

nrovidc  useful   at::: int.,ano e  to  developing count ri or  or  the  development 

of Ihn  nln rmn.ceut inni   industry.     It was  important  that  their efforts 

be elor-,el,y  e'>—ordinated. 

'I.    The a:-,!: i stance which  UNIIX)  provided   for the d"Vf¡lopment  of the 

pha'-naoeutif.-i]   industry wan   described  in  a baekrraund  paper.     The 

Pine]   attached special   importance to asr-irtitv; individual   developing 
eountrien: 

(a) to establish quality control nyotcrru; requiring Rood pharma- 
ceutic.il manu fan tu ri np practice; 

(b) to train technical   personnel  for the pharmaceutical  industry; 

(a)  to consider the possible advantage:; of multi-purpose plants; 

(d)  to utilise medicinal  plants and animal by-products  for pharma- 
ceutical production. 

5Í).    Other activities that  the ftinel considered worthy of study by 
UNIT» were:- 

(a) to assist developing countries in ascertaining the availability 
and price of intermediates required for local production of 
bulk drugs (paragraph 20 above); 

(b) to prepare a list  of pharmaceutical  producta and processes for 
which suppliers were willing to nell technology to developing 
countries on favourable terms (paragraph 32 above); 

(n)  to assist developing countries establish a regional  system for 
registering drugs in Africa,  Asia,   Latin America and the Arab 
countries (paragraph 42 above); 

(d) to promote the establishment of regional pharmaceutical industry 
development oentres (paragraph 43 above); 

(e) to convene regional meetings to strengthen co-operation among 
developing countries (paragraph 47 above). 

- -*- 
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Concluüiun 

56.     Although  tho  Panol   ran able  to ¿;ivo  preliminary nonni'lo rat ion 

to all  of the  1ó  issues suggested by the Secretariat,   it  did not   r;ike 

a selection of issues which mitfht  be considered at the Con mi! tat ion 

Meeting. 

57«     'Ilio Panel  wan informed that   the pharmaceutical  industry w-ir, una 

oí' five sectors on which UNIM was making preparations^  for   JO n mil tat i on 

meetings.    The   Industrial  Development Board,   when it  moetn in May V)'(ñ, 

will  select the   t'irnt  two of these sectors on which consultation meetings 

should be convened.     A second meeting of the Panol might need to be con- 

vened early in  1978 so that UNIJD could provide the Board with a list 

of speoific issues that might be placed on the   cernia of    Ko Consultation 

Meeting. 
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ANNEX A 

Brief amplification of the 16 issues 
for discussion suggested l>y the 

UNITO Seoretari at 

*• International   Co-operation to prometo Production of Pharmaceuticals 
in Developing Countries 

1 •    Preparing .a core lint  of osnential  drugn and a national 
formulary in each dovolomn.»-; country 

As the technical and economical  resources of the developing 
countries are limited,   these countries cannot afford the 
luxury of, importing or producine a wide  range of drugs.     An 
essential drug list,   based on the generic namea of the drugs, 

Would facilitate a concentration of effort on the drago moat 
needed to combat the diseases prevalent in the country.     Vihat 
steps should be taken to prepare and introduce such a list in 
developing countries? 

2»    Introducing the use of generic names instead of brand names 

•Die use of generic names rather than brand names listed under 
groups describing their therapeutic action makes it easier 
to satisfy a developing country'a need for drugs at the best 
price taking quality into account. How can the use of generic 
names in developing countries best be introduced?    What steps 
are required for facilitating Buch introduction (strengthening 
of quality control facilities, orienting doctors to tho use of 
generic names, etc.)? 

3»    The establishment of a central procurement and nation-wide 
distribution system 

Can a central procurement system, which enables the country to 
negotiate with firms to obtain the best prices for supplies 
to meet the countries'  requirements,ensure that quality drugs 
ars made available to the public at lowest cost? 

A*    Tho promotion of traditional syotems of medicine 

Ths majority of tho population of developing countries depend 
on using traditional medicines for diseases;    the cost of such 
medidnos is low and they are available in the country.     How 
should the promotion of traditional medicines based on scien- 
tific methodology bo encouraged? 
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5»    Tho production  of dnir.r, and intermediatoli  from indimnn.ir: |,r-rb' 
arid ani inai   by-products ~* - 

lhc developing countries have rcoourcos  for making plant producta 
and biological;;.     How can those resources bo buttar exploited 
by promoting local manufacture in the developing countrion for 
both internal  consumption and exports. 

6.     Availability and price of intermediates 

Tho hig». price of some imported intermediates dincouiwoc develop- 
ing countries from starting the local production of nomo cnr.ontiul 
drugs.    What measures can be suggested to overcome this obstacle? 

II.       Intelnational  Co-operation in the Transfer and hovel nnmnnt.  of Technol- 
ogy in the Pharmaceutical  Industry  ~~~~ 

1»    Training of Personnel 

Shortage of trained personnel is an obstacle to the development 
of the pharmaceutical industry in most developing countries.    How 
oan international co-operation efforts bo expanded to meet this 
need? 

2*    jfetablishment of quality control and testing facilities at the 
Government and factory lévela  

Testing and quality control facilities, both at the producing 
unite and at Government level need to bo established to ensure 
quality of producto produced by the industry.    How can training 
facilities in developing countries and facilities provided by 
Government bodies and industry in developed countries in the 
interim period be expanded? 

3«    fotents on products and processes 

Are patent laws as they exist in developing countries today,  an 
obataole to looal manufacture of drugs and the procurement of 
d:ugs at reasonable cost by developing countries?   If so, what 
modifications oan be discussed? 

4»    Methods and coot of technology transfer 

Should measures to improvo tho mechanism of transfer of tech- 
nology to developing countries be discussed with a view to 
reducing their incidence on the cost of drugs produced in 
developing countries? 

5«    Co-ordination of research efforts to develop now drufs ncedod 
for developing countries 

What co-ordinated measures are required to be taken by developing 
countries to undertake roncaron to develop, now drugs roquirod to 
combat disoasoo speoifio to thooo areas? 
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m*     )ì[r-yiintin))-\]   ;\ivl  (itb--.y Arrangements   rotpii red  to  j nini (-moni   1. Iti r; 
Co-opor, it i on " 

^ *     Croati on  of   r"gi ona!   pliannjcentina 1   c.on I. res 

What   tasks cm  regional  pharmaceutical   control;  p'-rf'onn  to 
Btroiv;lhori nation.il   efforts  and  wliat kind  of in lumai i on.il 
Dupporl   will   they   require   Por those  dulie:;? 

2.     I[f'jn (>>inl  ;• )-opor;i.l i ein on  production  nmoiw dovei opiiy count rio:; 

Whuro  demands of countries  aro  not adequilo  to  sot up economic 
units  oí* produci ion  and undertake marko lini;,   distribution  and 
promotion,   how h-st   cui  regional   eo-oporali.on bo  implemented 
l'or undertaking such activities jointly? 

3*    Assistance  fivii 1  vcloi«! conntricr, on a bilateral   basin 

What   institutional  arrangements ara needed to stimulât o a 
groat or í'low of hi lateral  assistance from developed countries 
to developing count rica on reasonable terms? 

4•    Joint venture with enterpriser;  from dovei oped countri on 

How can joint venturer, be encouraged so an to botter acoomplish 
the development oí' an integrated pharmaceutical  industry in 
developing countries? Are there  other mediani bins and approaches? 

5»    Assistance from international  bodies 

What  role can international bodies,  especially UlliDO,   play in 
helping dovei aping countries to accelerate co-operative efforts 
between developed and developing countries and amongst  developing 
countries themselves? 
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